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Context

Context: P379 Gateways
• The CBA is intended to feed into a decision for the modification proposer and
the BSC Panel regarding whether to take forward P379 for further development
• The CBA may also feed into the Panel’s view on a recommendation to Ofgem

regarding whether to approve P379

Modification raised by
BSC Party (Proposer)

Initial assessment by
Elexon and Workgroup

This CBA

The CBA is taking
place at a relatively
early stage in the
mod process.

Ofgem decision (possibly
with full CBA)

Panel
recommendation

Proposer/Panel decision to
take forward solution

Several of the costs
and benefits are
subject to a wide
range of uncertainty
and dependencies.

Approaches for evidence gathering

11 semi-structured
interviews (+1 written
response)

Stakeholder workshop

Formal consultation
with 18 respondents (8
suppliers and 10 ‘other’
parties)

Desk-based research
and economic theory

CBA

Summary of policy/code
interactions
(provided by Elexon)

High-level modelling
(upper estimate of
potential arbitrage
benefit)

BSC Panel and Panel
workshop
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Emerging conclusions

Use case benefits
Use case

Likelihood of
(some) benefit

Maximum scale
of possible
benefit

Timescale of
benefit

Specialist suppliers
and bundling

???

???

???

Supplier arbitrage
and competition

???

???

???

Community energy

???

???

???

P2P trading

???

???

???
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Emerging Conclusions: Use case
benefits
Use cases
• The clearest use case for P379 is in relation to separable, ‘lumpy’ load (in
particular EVs and heat pumps). This may provide a route to market for:
• specialist suppliers; and
• potential entrants to the market from ‘non-energy’ parallel markets
• We gathered very provisional (but not fully informed) interest from ‘heat as
a service’ and EV business models
• However, it isn’t clear that P379 would deliver a significant step change in
opportunities to enter the market relative to existing alternatives:
• Partnering with existing suppliers
• Project TERRE and P375
• Exempt supplier status
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Emerging Conclusions: Use case
benefits
Use case

Likelihood of
(some) benefit

Maximum scale
of possible
benefit

Timescale of
benefit

Specialist suppliers
and bundling

Medium-High

Medium

Medium-term

Supplier arbitrage
and competition

Low-medium

Low-medium (of real
welfare benefit)

Medium-term

Community energy

Low-medium

Low-medium

Short-term

P2P trading

Low

Low

Long-term
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Emerging Conclusion: Costs
Costs
• P379 would undoubtedly constitute large and complex industry change:
• Interactions across codes and licences – many suggest a need for an
SCR if taken forwards
• There are remaining design questions and several benefits depend on
decisions taken by other parties (e.g. regulatory arrangements for
secondary suppliers)
• Presence of several risks and potential for unintended consequences
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Emerging Conclusion: Costs
Sequencing
• Even some stakeholders who were supportive of P379 pointed towards
higher priority elements of market design for facilitating emergence of the
use cases discussed. They saw P379 as part of a wider programme of
encouraging innovation.
• This supported a narrative of sequencing and prioritisation:
• The benefits which P379 could deliver are dependent on the direction
of wider market design and consumer behaviour changes
• P379 could be at risk of ‘getting in the way of itself’ if it is seen as a
substitute for wider change
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Emerging Conclusion: CBA
The magnitude of benefit (and uncertainty of this benefit) appears insufficient to
outweigh a more certain magnitude of costs
• But, it may be necessary to re-visit costs and benefits in the medium term,
dependent on evidence of:
• Broader market design and regulatory arrangements
• There is also a link with implementation costs here: Some
respondents identified potential for significant decreases in
implementation costs, and greater certainty of those costs, if P379
was implemented after MWHHS had been embedded
• The appetite of potential entrants and use of alternative routes to

market

• The EV & HaaS companies we contacted don’t appear to see P379
to be an urgent need or to remove an existing/imminent barrier
• Consumer trends and behaviours
• Is there appetite for bespoke, separable EV/heat pump products?
• Some stakeholders have also suggested that P379 arrangements should
be trialled to develop more practical evidence of use cases, and the
potential for risks/unintended consequences
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Next steps

Next steps
CEPA
• Early March: Submit report to Elexon
• April: Attend final Panel session to present final report
Elexon and P379 process

• February: Meet with Proposer
• March: P379 Workgroup to discuss CBA findings
• April: Present CBA report to BSC Panel
• Elexon will also present a revised P379 progression plan at April meeting,
subject to Proposer, WG and Panel discussions and recommendations.
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Annex 1: Recap on approach

Recap: Break-even analysis
• The objective is not to provide a perfect estimate of the costs and benefits…
• But to answer the question ‘Is sufficient benefit achievable to warrant developing the

solution further?’

Break-even analysis
• To answer that we should consider whether there are realistic scenarios in which
‘benefits > costs’ and under what conditions/assumptions this is the case
• The costs and benefits need to be evaluated in the presence of substantial
uncertainty, noting risks and unintended consequences
What benefits need to
be realised to outweigh
the costs?
Under what assumptions
are these benefits
viable?
Costs

Range of
benefits
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How significant are risks
and unintended
consequences?

Annex 2: Evidence gathering
approaches

Stakeholder workshop
• We gathered input from stakeholders using sli.do

We provide a summary of
responses to polls in the annex
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Bilateral meetings
• We supplemented our workshop and consultation with a series of 12 semistructured interviews with a broad range of stakeholders
1 large supplier

Exploration of use cases, risks and unintended consequences

2 mid-tier suppliers

Exploration of use cases, risks and unintended consequences

1 very small supplier

Exploration of potential routes to market, risks and unintended
consequences

1 large non-domestic
supplier

Focus on specific impacts for non-domestic consumers and supply

3 Community
Energy/P2P stakeholders

Focus on routes to market for community energy providers

1 boiler
manufacturer/HaaS

Focus on routes to market for Heat as a Service (HaaS) – service
opportunities and bundling

1 EV car manufacturer
(written response)

Focus on routes to market for EV manufacturers – service opportunities
and bundling

1 innovation hub

Focus on potential innovation that could benefit from secondary supply

Ofgem

Discussion of innovation link projects and implications for
regulation
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Increased competition for supplier
volumes: Analytical approach
We developed some high level modelling to provide indicative ‘upper estimates’ for the magnitude of
benefit from price arbitrage opportunities available to consumers of secondary supply.
Premise: Secondary suppliers will provide access to wholesale prices, opening arbitrage opportunities for
consumers with dynamic loads.

Three interacting benefits:
1. Price 'cherry picking' – consumer switches between
the day ahead and fixed price. Distributional impact
where benefits to secondary supplier customers
may push up prices for other primary supply
customers (and themselves).
2. Risk premium avoidance – consumers accepting
wholesale prices take on risk from primary supplier.
Potential for genuine welfare benefits from reallocating risk.
3. Load shifting – NOT FULLY MODELLED. Using
dynamic technologies to shift load in response to
wholesale prices. Consumer and system benefit
from peak shaving leading to lower wholesale
prices and reduced network stress.

Annex 3: Summary of costs, risks
and unintended consequences

Assessment of costs
• We only received three supplier responses with well justified cost
estimates – i.e. independent cost estimates, with a reasonable level of
qualitative justification.
• Many respondents noted the challenges of estimating costs at current time
• Qualitative responses generally suggest material costs of implementation
across a range of stakeholders (not just suppliers)
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Risks
unintended
consequences
Risksand
and
unintended
consequences
Market/supplier/competition impacts

Free-riding

• Potentially different costs, risks and compliance liabilities between primary and secondary
• Secondary suppliers could pick and choose customers. This may disproportionately affect suppliers
who have rolled out smart meters to a greater extent (given greater propensity for secondary supply)
• Suggestion that this could distort competition, creating a ‘two-tier’ market, and/or lead to primary
suppliers exiting the market? – this assumes relatively high take-up levels

Complexity

• Supplier obligations could become more challenging, e.g. ‘ability to pay’ discussions, GSOPs, GDPR
and information provision, sign-on processes and informed consent

Supplier
disputes

• Potential for misunderstandings and disputes between primary and secondary suppliers in relation to
metering, switching, disconnections, theft, tenancy changes
• Allocation of costs/resources between primary and secondary suppliers

Supplier
failure

• Secondary suppliers likely to be small and more susceptible to failure
• Secondary supply may concentrate SoLR risk with individual suppliers, creating a “SoLR-by-default”
arrangement that risks a domino effect of supplier failures
• Would secondary supplier remain if primary supplier fails? What implication for incoming supplier?
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Risks and unintended consequences
Risks and unintended consequences
(cont)
Consumer experience

Complexity

Smart
meters

• More business models and tariff options may confuse customers, making it harder for them to
determine whether contracts and prices are in their best interests
• How would business models (including price comparison websites) evolve to deal with this?
• Contextual challenges – e.g. switching, home movers, disconnections

• Suggestion that P379 may reverse/complicate some of the desired benefits of the smart meter rollout
• E.g. better information for consumers regarding energy use, billing, etc

Supplier
disputes

• How might consumers be caught up in supplier disputes?

Bundling

• Bundling/after-sales can have negative as well as positive competition impacts
• Competition and regulatory policy would need to be live to new business models that could enter
• Risk that proliferation of small, bespoke suppliers may be difficult for regulators to actively monitor

Consumer
comms

• May eliminate/complicate ‘one stop shop’ for consumer communications with suppliers
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Annex 4: Summary of stakeholder
workshop responses

Industry workshop Use Cases: Price
arbitrage
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Industry workshop Use Cases:
Specialist suppliers and bundling
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Industry workshop Use Cases:
Community Energy
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Industry workshop Use Cases: P2P
trading
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Industry workshop Costs: Costs to
serve
Hypothetical large incumbent

Hypothetical mid-tier supplier

NB: The session on cost estimates was optional and attendance was lower. Attendees were
predominantly existing suppliers
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Industry workshop Costs: Billing
systems
Hypothetical large incumbent

Hypothetical mid-tier supplier

NB: The session on cost estimates was optional and attendance was lower. Attendees were
predominantly existing suppliers
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Industry workshop Costs:
Settlement systems
Hypothetical large incumbent

Hypothetical mid-tier supplier

NB: The session on cost estimates was optional and attendance was lower. Attendees were
predominantly existing suppliers
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Industry workshop Costs: Supplier
failures

NB: The session on cost estimates was optional and attendance was lower. Attendees were
predominantly existing suppliers
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Industry workshop Costs:
Estimating costs

NB: The session on cost estimates was optional and attendance was lower. Attendees were
predominantly existing suppliers
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